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Number crunching

With $85 per student for an entire year,
FUSA gets creative with money

BY ZACK FINLEY

Tuition pays for the bulk of
your experience at Fairfield. Room and board
pays for the other major part of
it. But the "General Fee" is something that many complain about,
but really never realize what it's
used for.
"I heard that it was used to
pay for things like the Health
Center and for computer lab
maintenance or something," said
Frank Hingley '05. "But what if I
only use my computer in my room
and never get sick? I kind of want
to know where the rest goes."
Leave that up to the members
of FUSA, who use part of that fee,
$85, to finance just about everything from this weekend's performance by Dave Chappelle to, you
guessed it, butt shorts.
While you were at home
soaking up the sun and dreading
those 8 a.m. classes, members of
FUSA were on campus researching the best ways to show you a
good time once you arrived back
on campus: $260,400 worth of
ways.
That's the amount that FUSA
will spend financing the programs
it offers and financing the branches that run them this year.
"We got together during the
summer and looked at the programs that were successful over
the years," said Jillian Grant '05,
vice president of programming
for FUSA. "I talked with Joni
Saunders, VP of Programming
last year, and we decided what
was best with the amount of
resources we have."

BY EILEEN ARNOLD

Dave Chappelle, who will
perform Saturday night, cost
FUSA $47,000. They have an allotted $21,000 for major concerts
in the budget. The rest will be
funded by the ticket sales. FUSA
cannot make a profit due to the
size and location of the venue.
"A quarter of a million dollars is a lot," said Kate Young
'06. "We have to get a bunch of
stuff for that... The campus isn't
that big."
"Taking the 3,000 or so
students that are undergrads here
and the $85 we get from them,"

said Kevin Neubauex '05, FUSA
president, "That's how we get the
$260,400."
Neubauer says that although
$85 may seem like a lot for students to spend at first, the money
is going entirely for them to enjoy.
A "good percentage" of FUSA's
budget goes to programming, he
said.
"We are the Fairfield University Student Association," said
Sean Klock, a senator for the class
of 2004. "Our goal is the happiness of the students."
But students have conflicting

views on the FUSA and how their
money is spent.
"I think some of those things
that they do are good, but some of
them are corny," said Stef Diterlizzi '05. "I understand that they
have to provide an alternative to
other things on the weekend, it
just seems like so many people
can't enjoy everything because
they have other plans."
Some students think that they
receive all the bang for their buck
that they could ask for.
SEE "ATTENDANCE" ON P.
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Flatto, Hug face off in First Selectman debate
BY STEVEN ANDREWS

It did not take long for the
debate between Ken Flatto with
his running mate Denise Dougiello and E. Penny Hug with her
running mate Stephen Elworthy
to turn to the topic of the beach.
The first question asked
to the current First Selectman
Flatto and candidate Hug by an
audience member pertained to the
issue of the ongoing problems the
town has had to deal with between
students and year-long beach residents.
"Three years ago I initiated
meetings between FUSA, SBRA,
and Fairfield University officials
in an attempt to find solutions for

Fairfield
diversity still
lacking,
survey says

Steven Andrews/The Mirror

Taking issue: The candidates for first selectmen and their running
mates held a debate in the Oak Room last week. From left, Denise
Dougiello, Ken Flatto, Stephen Elworthy, and E. Penny Hug.
a reasonable social life which
would protect the living atmosphere for year-long residents as
well," Flatto said at the debate
Oct. 23 in the Oak Room.
Hug agreed that the best

way to alleviate the problems
which occur at the beach is to
promote a stronger relationship
between the town residents and
students.
"We need to develop a

strong town-gown relationship
so that there is respect and communication between both sides,"
Hug said.
Questions were also asked
about a review of the injunction that has been placed against
students at the beach, disallowing large gatherings. Both
candidates admitted it would be
a difficult action to remove the
injunction.
"Since the injunction was
forced by the court, it is something the first selectman could
not remove, but I would look
into the matter of reviewing it,"
Hug said.
SEE "ELECTION" ON P.
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According to The Princeton
Review, the Fairfield University
student body is the tenth most
homogenous in the nation.
That's nothing compared to the
faculty, however, which is even less
diverse than the student body.
Despite promises of equal opportunity employment, the faculty
is still overwhelmingly white.
"We haven't been very successful in attracting a diverse
faculty," said Academic Vice
President Orin Grossman.
The university office of
management information reports
the full time faculty at 43 percent
female and 47 percent male.
There are
five AfricanAmerican professors at Fairfield
now: Susan
Tomlinson and
Ben Halm in the
English department, Walter
PETRY
Petry and Harold
Forsythe in the History department
and Olivia Harriott in Biology.
Forsythe will not be returning
to Fairfield next year.
Forsythe said Fairfield is, "not
enough of a.challenge in some ways
and too much of a challenge in other
ways." He did not receive tenure after six years and is now looking for
schools with doctoral programs.
Although Forsythe said, "the
faculty is welcoming," and "black
studies is very well supported by
the administration," he was trained
to work with graduate students and
would like to pursue this.
"Even though this is better
than some of the places I've been,
Fairfield doesn't fit me. I'm urban," Forsythe said.
The administration is already
searching for a replacement for
Forsythe, but attracting a minority candidate to Fairfield for this
faculty job could be difficult.
"It [Fairfield] is a campus
that is overwhelmingly white,
very parochial and doesn't have
broad interests," said Walter Petry,
assistant professor in the history
department and temporary director
of the Black Studies Program.
SEE "SEARCH" ON P.
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Tense moments
BY MEG MAHONEY

A local religious group sent a threat
via e-mail against a visiting professor, with
an expertise in Islam, sparking increased
security at the fourth annual Judaic studies
Scholar-in-Residence lecture.
As a result of the e-mail, three security guards were assigned to the lecture.
Two officers stood at the door while a
third patrolled the room. Normally, security would not have been assigned to the
event, according to Director of Security
Todd Pelazza.
After a close evaluation of the situation, Pelazza said he was confident that
the threatening e-mail was simply no more
than a threat.
In a phone interview, he rnaintained
that while Fairfield University security
was taking the e-mail seriously, there was
no cause for alarm. He did acknowledge that
there was some "initial concern" about the
email but said security took all necessary
precautions.
"There was no security concern at all,"
Pelazza said about the night of the lecture.

The lecture was titled "Judaism,
Christianity and Islam in Dialogue and
Dissent," and was presented by Dr. Reuven
Firestone last Thursday evening. Firestone is
a professor of Medieval Judaism and Islam
at Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute
of Religion in Los Angeles
The group allegedly responsible for
the threatening email is comprised of both
Jews and Christians from the Fairfield area.
They disagreed with Firestone's topic of
discussion.
According to Dr. Ellen Umansky, the
Director of the Judaic Studies program, this
group believes that Holy War is a central
tenet of Islam and that it is a religion of
hate, not love.
They felt Firestone, who is considered
an expert on early Islam, Islamic and Jewish
relations as well as scriptural interpretations
of the Bible and Qur'an, the main Islamic
religious text, would give a favorable depiction of Islam. They wanted Firestone to say
Islam was a religion of hate and threatened
to disrupt the lecture if he was too favorable
with his speech.
The group also warned Firestone and
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Security heightened after
speaker threatened
Umansky to be careful and that
there would be fireworks. The
e-mail also included a reference to someone being blown
away. Umansky was nervous
about the lecture.
Umansky received the
e-mail through a network of
forwarded emails about two
weeks ago. She immediately
contacted Firestone and security.
"While we had no reason
to believe that something
would happen but we also
had no reason to believe it
wouldn't," she said. Umansky credited the efficiency of
the officers at the lecture with
helping ease her concern. Security blocked off entrances to
the lecture after it began and
refused entrance to all latecomers as an added security
measure.
"Security should be
commended for its fine job
Meg MahoneyAThe Mirror
protecting us and taking the Threatened: Firestone remains positive.
proper measures to ensure
that nothing would happen,"
said Umansky. While the presence of the than I am used to," Firestone said. He
three Security guards was an important felt that writing back to the group and
deterrence to a disruption, she also cred- acknowledging that both he and Umansky
ited Firestone for successfully defusing were aware of the threat was the best course
of action.
the situation.
Only three known group members were
After reading the e-mail, Firestone
replied to the author and everyone on the spotted in the audience, and they sat quietly
mailing list from the e-mail. He person- throughout the entire discussion. They did
ally invited the entire group to come to not ask any questions or cause any type of
the lecture. However, he made it clear that disturbance.
The Judaic Studies Program was able to
he would not tolerate any disruptions but
welcomed any discussion or questions they extend an invitation to Firestone because of
a donation from Edith and David Chaifetz
might have.
Many people at the lecture were un- and Praxir Inc.
Members of the audience were pleased
aware of the threat. "If any threat is made
concerning the university, students or staff, that more diversity was being brought to
we should know before we get there" said Fairfield. "Through well run programs like
that of the lectures given by Dr. Firestone,
Margot Krah '05.
Others thought Fairfield was trying to the Judaic Studies Program has successfully
hide the problem and avoid negative press. exposed the student body to the different,
"Fairfield is always trying to sweep things yet interesting ways, beliefs and history
under the carpet. What if something did hap- of the Jewish community," said Bethany
pen at the lecture? The newspapers would Sprung, '05.
However, Umansky was saddened
have a field day because we were unknowingly endangered at a school sponsored that his visit may be overshadowed by the
threats made by this group and stressed
lecture," said Nick Colello '05.
The threat has not left Firestone with a that she does not want it to be blown out
of proportion.
negative impression of Fairfield.
"I am grateful for the opportunity to
"The welcome I received has been
great and I feel very well received. The bring Dr. Firestone here so we can all learn
leaves are beautiful but it is a bit colder from an expert," Umansky said.

CORRECTIONS
In the Oct. 16 issue of The Mirror, a story about the SBRA on page two by Matt
Thiffault was incorrectly credited to Mike Thiffault.
In the Oct. 23 issue of The Mirror, a story about the Women's basketball team made
reference to "Late Night at the Arena." The event took place at Alumni Hall.
The Mirror strives to report accurately in our stories. However, if you are aware
of any errors, please call Editor In Chief Ethan Fry at x6529.

www.fairfieldmirror.com
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University addresses on-campus parking crunch
BY KATIE MARTIN

ing on campus is a problem.
"I leave for class at a sufficient time
and have difficulty finding parking in Bannow," said Anna Punzalan '04. "Lack of
parking makes me late for class", said Anna
Punzalan '04.
Parking related problems have been
reduced since Sept. '03, according to Mary
Ann DeMasi, the operations assistant in
security, who confirmed that vehicle registration has not increased over the past
few years.
Although students remain frustrated by
parking far from their destinations, Frank
Ficko, associate director of security, guaranteed that there is enough parking for every
registered vehicle.
"I will always guarantee a legal parking space for every legal car on campus,"

said Ficko. "It will not always be convenient."
According to Catherine O'Donnell,
director of marketing, the university plans
to offer more classes geared towards graduate and continuing education programs,
but these programs cannot expand adult
education programs without more parking
availability.
The university plans to offer more
classes geared towards graduate programs,
continuing education and senior citizens,
O'Donnell said.
Currently there are 1,725 cars registered for adult students, said DeMasi.
Adults may register more than one car at a
time, so the number of registered cars does
not reflect the number of cars on campus
on a given day.

Fairfield's chronic parking problems
have finally caught the attention of university officials, but the "build nothing
near my house" trend from local residents
has hurt the university's efforts to increase
on-campus parking, according to officials
who say they cannot expand adult education
programs without more parking.
"I am frustrated by the overall lack of
parking," said Kyle Murray '04. "Security
insists on giving out unnecessary tickets that
can't be appealed, but it doesn't seem like
they are trying to fix the situation."
Fairfield is having difficulties persuading the neighbors that additional parking is
necessary and will not disturb the peace of
the neighborhood.
It is the nature
of campus to be
residential, according to Martha
Milcarek, assistant
vice president for
public relations.
Fairfield was
able to build one
new lot this year
in front of Dolan
Hall but with restricted use.
The lot can
only be used by
faculty and must
be clpsed,nights,
and weekends.
They are locked
at 10 p.m. and are
reopened around
6:30 a.m., according to Ficko. The
university needs
to obtain special
permission to use
the lot for planned
events, according
to Milcarek.
Meanwhile,
students
comSpace limited: Security hopes new parking spots will help alleviate the on-campus parking problem
plained that park-

The three remaining populations that
make-up parking are faculty and staff, undergraduates, and Fairfield Prep students.
This accounts for 3,393 parking stickers,
said DeMasi. There are approximately
3,000 spaces available on campus, according to DeMasi.
The University Strategic Marketing
Committee is actively working on the parking problem, said O'Donnell. The committee is comprised of four ad hoc committees,
who are each look at parking issues. The
committee seeks creative solutions to the
parking problem.
Some alternatives include increased on
campus transportation, limiting parking lotteries or increasing vehicle registration fees
to deter an increase in registrants.
Other colleges who also face a parking
problem have thought
of some other solutions that may influence Fairfield, said
O'Donnell. One idea
was a gated lot that
would only permit
students to park during class hours. Another idea was valet
parking for graduate
students.
O'Donnell said
while these ideas
are expensive, there
are more economical solutions. The
Strategic Marketing
Committee thought
of enforcing a policy
of "flex time" for
employees who alter
their working hours
from 8-4 p.m., instead of 8:30-4:30
p.m. This allows for
more parking availability during graduate class time, which
typically begins in
Robyn Atkachunas/The Mirror
the afternoon, said
O'Donnell.

Security: Parking dilemma solved at Village complex
BY JAKE PIERSON

Living in the Village has it advantages,
such as having your own bathroom, living
in large rooms, and having air conditioning.
But there are disadvantages, one of which,
according to many of the students living in
the Village, is parking.
"The parking situation is horrendous
down here," said Mike Barry '05. "It just
doesn't make sense that two extremely
large parking lots are in front of all freshmen buildings."
Barry is not the only student who has
complaints about the parking situation in the
Village. Security has received more complaints about the Village than anywhere else
on campus.
"The Village is a problem this year
[for parking]," said Associate Director of
Security Frank Ficko.

Security has been addressing this situation in a number of ways. Village residents
have been unable to find a parking spot in the
Village lots and have been given permission
to park in the two lots behind Alumni Hall
and the Rec-Plex.
"We have been allowing parking behind
the gym, if no available stalls are open in the
Village," said Ficko. "We have instructed
our officers not to ticket Village residents in
the commuter lot."
That only applies to those two lots,
warned Ficko.
"The lot closest to [the School of Nursing] is a faculty/staff lot and if any Village
resident parks there, they will be ticketed,"
said Ficko. "The one ticket that is not appealable is when people park where they are
not authorized by permit."
Security is also making another change
in the Village parking lots. The old Quick

Center lot is being made one way to allow
for parallel spots to be created.
"The Quick Center lot is becoming one
way with the North entrance being the only
way to enter and the South entrance will
be exit only," said Ficko. "We will make
parallel spots along the curbs. We will gain
about a dozen spots."
Security has reconfigured traffic in
parking areas in the past to create additional parking.
"We created a one-way traffic pattern
up at the townhouses this summer and
gained 22 additional parking stalls," said
Ficko.
Students doubt the effectiveness of the
change in the Quick Center lot and do not
think it does enough.
"If they think that 12 parking spots will
solve the problem, they are sorely mistaken,'
said Barry.

"People were making parallel spots
anyway because there is not enough parking to begin with," said Mike Tobin '05.
"So they [security] were forced to make
those spots."
Security was aware of people parallel
parking in that lot, and that is why they made
the parking lot one way, according to Ficko.
"We were worried about an accident
with two way traffic and parallel parking
occurring," said Ficko. "We want safety,
so we decided to make it one way to allow
for more room to drive and park. We also
want to make sure that students know they
can parallel park on the curbs without being
ticketed."
Some students do not like the one way
lot.
"I think that the one way is just dumb
because it's a parking lot. People are going
to drive however they want," said Tobin.
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Election to be held Tuesday
1

CONTINUED FROM P.

"With the injunction brought by
neighborhood residents of students at
the beach, a review of it would not solve
many problems. Instead, I would look into
more ways for the town to do events with
the school and SBRA, as well as promote
on-campus activities," Flatto said.
Chris McGee '05, FUSA's Internal
Executive Assistant, who helped bring the
debate to Fairfield University, thought the
points raised by each candidate indicated
a positive step for both the town and the
students.
"Both sides presented themselves
well and seemed very anxious to meet
with FUSA and other school representatives after the election to better realize
student concerns," McGee said.
The candidates also discussed other
university issues beyond the beach. McGee, who moderated the event, asked the
first selectmen candidates if there was any
possibility for them to create new student
discount opportunities in town.
"I have worked during my two years
in office to work with the Chamber of
Commerce and local businesses to make
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deals for students. One example is the
Community Theatre," Flatto said. "I hope
to expand on those ideas if re-elected and
talk with businesses about staying open
later a couple times a week to help out
students."
"If elected, I hope to see people coming to my office suggesting ideas on better ways the town can serve the students,"
Hug said.
For students who wish to get more
involved with politics, the candidates also
spoke about how to avoid falling into apathy while in college.
"Living in Fairfield allows students
many possibilities such as interning at
town hall, going to Hartford, or finding
work on a campaign," Hug said. "Also,
getting to know the issues help to get
people involved."
"I started an intern program with
Fairfield University and my current
deputy chief of staff is a former graduate.
Students need to realize that they should
express their opinions and get excited
about issues, because their vote makes a
huge difference," Flatto said.
The election takes place on Nov. 4.
For more information on all the candidates
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Search is on for Black Studies professor
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

"The person coming would have to
know the situation that he or she is coming
into and the person would have to be an
energetic, imaginative individual who has a
messianic desire to introduce black studies
to an audience who is not interested in it,"
Petry said.
Fairfield does have the advantage of
proximity to both Yale University and New
York City and the administration and faculty
are hoping this will attract good candidates.
Some are worried that will not be enough.
"I don't think the university has thought
deeply enough about the difficulty of implementing this commitment to diversity," said
Perry.
"Are we just saying the right thing or
is there a serious desire to really implement
these ideals, which everyone agrees with?
There's been no evidence that there's been
any special energy applied to implementing
these ideals," he said.
Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences Timothy Snyder said without diversity, "You are at risk to lesser dimensional
thinking and are ignorant to major facets of
the world."
Some students said that diversity of
many different kinds was important to the
university.
"We do need an increase in diversity,
but I'm more interested in the diversity of
ideas and backgrounds- not faces," said
Grace Bermudez, '05.
Michael Corsetti, '05, said "I've never
given much thought to it, but there would be
benefits to more diversity in the faculty."
Because the administration recognizes
the importance of the situation, the search

for a new African-American professor has
become "an immediate priority," according
to Snyder.
More money has been put into the
search process than is usual and a wider
variety of circulation and networking is
occurring to find possible candidates.
The position in the history department,
vacated by Forsythe, will include director
of the Black Studies program and has been
upgraded to associate professor instead of
assistant in an effort to attract a more senior
professor.
Gender equality at Fairfield fairs better
than racial equality.
Johanna X. J. Garvey, associate professor in the English department said, "in terms
of diversity, Fairfield has remained almost
completely stagnant, but in terms of gender
equality it has gotten better."
Even though there are many women
professors at Fairfield now compared to
20 years ago it is still the male professors
that are usually found in the higher positions such as full professor. Many woman
professors at Fairfield are either assistant or
associate professors.
Mark Guglielmani, director of human
resources, said that this could be due to the
fact that many professors here have tenure
and are not going anywhere. "There is not a
high turnover at Fairfield. We're not going
to terminate people to achieve diversity."
Grossman said, "Could we do more [to
achieve diversity]? Yes." He did not elaborate on what must be done, stating "that's
open to discussion."
Forsythe said there was an evident effort to improve the diversity on campus.
"My sense is that the institution wants
a thriving black studies department...and
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Financial guru Steve Forbes talks economy at Quick Center
BY TARA TOULOUMIS

With the economic ruin that is plaguing
many nations today, world leaders desperately search for a way to lift their country
out of the pits of poverty.
It may be as easy as following five
simple rules.
At a lecture entitled "The Economy
and The Price of Freedom: Global and Domestic" held at Fairfield University, world
publishing leader and former presidential
candidate Steve Forbes discussed the conditions necessary to foster prosperity and
build a healthy economy.
"These five principles seem so basic,
but you would be surprised. So many nations cannot seem to follow them," said
Forbes.
The first of Forbes' rules is one of law,
in which he stressed that there must be a
sense of safety in a nation before a business will commit to the location. Likewise,
Forbes touched upon the importance of unified property rights, using the example of
Egypt, which currently has eight different
property systems.
A sound system of taxes is also necessary for economic growth, said Forbes.
According to him, Russia is leading in this
aspect, as it has implemented a nationwide
flat-tax rate of 13 percent.

"I never thought the day would come
where a former communist would get it right
on the tax issue," said Forbes, who ran for
president on the promise of a flat-tax.
Forbes' third principle asserted that
money must not change in value. He used
the analogy of a clock asking the audience
how one would react if the amount of minutes in an hour varied each day. Confusion
and anarchy would erupt, which is the
general response of nations without a set
currency amount.
Starting a business should not be an
overly difficult process, said Forbes. Many
poor countries are comprised of loose villages that remain without addresses and
therefore do not attract new business developments.
Barriers preventing the exchange of
goods and prosperity of businesses should
be removed. Forbes discussed Ireland and
its rapid economic growth over the past
two generations, using its prosperity to illustrate the profitable results one may have
by removing trade restrictions and other
unattractive barriers to business.
Malcolm Steven Forbes was bora in
1947 in Morristown, N.J. He received an
undergraduate degree from Brooks College
and a B.A. in history from Princeton University. While at Princeton, Forbes founded his
first magazine, Business Today, which grew

Private Sinaina Clgss

to become the country's largest business magazine published by students.
Forbes worked in radio after being named by
Ronald Reagan as chairman
of the bipartisan Board of
International Broadcasting
in 1985. He assumed the
chief executive officer and
editor in chief positions of
Forbes Magazine in 1990,
where he currently remains.
Forbes also unsuccessfully
campaigned for presidency
in both 1996 and 2000.
Students and townspeople alike reacted positively to
Forbes' lecture on Oct. 27.
"It was informative. I
liked that he talked about
other countries and the impact they have on America,"
Robyn Atkachunas/The Mirror
said Yvonne Harris '05.
Open Forums: Steve Forbes lectures at Fairfield.
"[It was] terrific. I was
amazed of his knowledge
Nevertheless, can economic prosof other countries," said Marion Fuhro, a perity really be packaged into five basic
resident of Fairfield.
principles?
Extensive experience in the worlds of
Forbes shared a favorite family saying
business and politics has given Forbes with the audience, "You make more money
a reputation for accuracy regarding eco- selling the advice than following it," he
nomic predictions.
added, "So you are all on notice."
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Attendance at FUSA events up
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

"I have definitely enjoyed
more than $85 worth of activities
since I got here in August," said
Mary DesGrandes '07. "The programs are great and I have a great
time each time I go."
Some attendance numbers
support the opinion that FUSA
has done a good job with programming and budget management this
year.
"Instead of having a lack of
attendance this year at programs,"
Neubauer said, "we have actually had instances where there
were too many people at certain
events."
FUSA allots close to $30,000
just for a semester's worth of
weekend programming.
"We spend our money wisely... Dave Chappelle is awesome,"
Klock added. "But I think we
should save up and buy something
really good. Students are here for
four years, so why not save every
year and have two huge bands
while a student is here?"

MIRROR

NEWS

Grant thinks that people who
have this feeling need to think
about the process first.
"Most people don't understand the amount of hard work put
in by FUSA to do programming,"
said Grant in a previous interview,
adding that most bands requested
by students won't play at colleges
of our size and budget.
"Recording agents require
some artists only to play at large
arenas, and since most bands are
based in Los Angeles it is very
costly to have them come," said
FUSA advisor Bill Bordak. "We
work around the artists' tour
schedules."
The Board of Governors,
who are led by Aaron Baker,
'04, receives a large portion of
FUSA's budget, $26,500, to fund
various clubs on campus that
ask for money to run their own
programs.
Neubauer says that although
the money they are allotted is not
entirely for programming, it plays
an intricate role in what they do.
There are other sources that take

a slice out of their budget.
Each class council receives
$4,750, which Neubauer states
can go to programming and other
things such as class t-shirts. Athletics receive $5,000 for publicity
of their events and when FUSA
gives out groups of tickets to athletic events.
Other dollars are given out
to fund FUSA member gatherings, office supplies, transportation and the training of all the
members.
$15,000 of their budget is
given to the Residence Life Department for the funding of R.A.
programs, as well.
Neubauer said that their
goal is to drain the budget each
year because if they cannot, their
funding will diminish as time
goes on.
"We try to get a variety of
programs for a variety of people,"
he said. "When we can have Mega
Bingo Night and a showing of
'Bowling for Columbine' in the
same month, I think we are doing
alright."
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Faculty trained in academic advising
BY ASHLEIGH EGAN
With registration for the spring semester next week, Fairfield students are required to meet with their faculty advisor to
discuss what classes they will take. How do
students know that they are receiving correct
and qualified information at these meetings?
To help ensure accurate and thorough information is being provided to the students, the
College of Arts and Sciences has offered
faculty advising training sessions.
These sessions, two of which were
held the year before last, were the idea of
the college deans and sponsored by Dean
Timothy Snyder's office. Assistant to the
Dean Susan Peterson and Rev. Tom Regan,
S.J. conducted the sessions.
"We offered the sessions because there
was a general sense among our faculty leadership that we could do a better job advising," said Snyder.
According to Peterson, although the
sessions were not mandatory, every advisor of the college who had two years or
less experience was asked to attend and
each department was asked to have at least
one member at the session.
The goal of these sessions was to make
the faculty fully aware of the idiosyncrasies
of the requirements for graduation. Peterson
said that the participants were informed of
the requirements for graduation and specifics of core requirements which had shown
up as problem areas.
■

■

Faculty members who attended these
training sessions reflected favorably on
them.
"Having all the information in one place
was helpful," said Linda Henkel, professor
of psychology. "It is absolutely important
for new professors to have something like
that so they know what to expect."
More experienced professors also saw
the benefit in the training sessions.
"I've been advising for ten years and I
still have questions every year about something," said Elizabeth Boquet, professor of
English. "It [the session] helped to clarify
questions about the core requirements.
There's no way that they can anticipate all
problems but the more we talk about these
problems the more informed we are."
Following the sessions each department
was asked to have a presentation at one of
their department meetings concerning what
was learned at the sessions. Peterson admits
that although there was probably no follow
up on the part of the dean's office to make
sure the information was shared, both she
and Regan offered to attend departmental
meetings.
Snyder admits that due to the large
number of courses, programs and requirements at Fairfield, advising is generally
more difficult than it is at typical schools.
Also, the College of Arts and Science's advising system is largely faculty based and
Snyder believes that when one uses that system rather than a centralized one, one gets

advising of a wider range in quality.
Peterson believes that another session
will be held hopefully in the spring before
registration for the fall semester.
Students, while they encourage the
training sessions, believe that they should
be more extensive.
"I think the training sessions are a
good idea, but they should be mandatory
for all faculty members," said a sophomore
history major who wished to be unnamed.
"I've asked my advisor questions concerning my particular education and career path
and I only get generic answers and am told
to 'take core classes.' They [faculty advisors] also tend to only know about their
department."
Peterson said that one of the areas
covered in the sessions hoped to inform
faculty members of the requirements of all
departments, not simply their own.
The only way for the college of arts and
sciences to track the quality of advising is
through student surveys, said Snyder. The
standard survey is the senior exit survey,
but Snyder admits that there are problems
with it.
"Perhaps we can do better, but 'just
another survey' may not be the solution,"
said Snyder.
The Dolan School of Business also
keeps its faculty up-to-date on advising
through a variety of methods. According
to Norm Solomon, dean of the School of
Business, some of these include: updates at

meetings of the Chairs Council; updates at
full meetings of the school's faculty; the use
of a continuously updated catalogue, check
sheets and degree evaluation forms; and the
information provided by the Dean's Office
through an advising supplement.
Solomon also said business faculty
man supplemental advising tables during
registration to give students the opportunity
to discuss issues with faculty from several
departments.
Although Solomon said, "because of
our size these processes work efficiently
and effectively," some students disagree.
Some students have complained about
the way that advising works in the School
of Business.
"I wish advising at the DSB was more
like it is at the School of Nursing," said Paul
Swartz '04. "I've had six advisors so far
in the DSB. In the School of Nursing each
student has an advisor who is required to sit
and discuss registration with them. We [in
the DSB] are supposed to also but I don't
know anyone who has had a situation like
that."
Snyder wants to remind students that
they also have to do their part in the advising process.
He said, "This means being prepared
well prior to advising appointments; asking questions; seeing advisors at times
other than course registration periods; and,
when the advising seems not to be working,
switching advisors as appropriate."
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CAMPUS CRIME BEAT
CASEY AMMERMAN

Tuesday, October 21
1:25 p.m. - A hit and run was reported at the Levee. It is under investigation.
Wednesday, October 22
4:58 p.m. - Damage to a motor vehicle was reported. It was parked in the Recplex
parking lot.
7:30 p.m. - A Regis residence hall's window was smashed.
Friday, October 24
3:17 a.m. - Three non - students were found ripping fliers off the bulletin board in the
campus center. They were escorted out.
10:06 p.m. - A student reported a sawhorse thrown onto his vehicle causing damage.
This is under investigation.
Saturday, October 25
9:00 a.m. - A light on the Claver walkway was smashed.
10:26 p.m. - Security assisted the RHC's at the townhouses for an alcohol violation.
Sunday, October 26
4:09 a.m. - A non - student reported that he was assaulted in the Jogues parking lot.
This is under investigation. The same person was later issued a Criminal Trespass
Warning.
Monday, October 27
3:42 p.m. - A student reported theft of a laptop from Bannow 138. It is believed the
theft occurred on October 24.
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Alternative rappers alter the face of music
BY BRYNNE FORMATO

"Considered a fool 'cause I
dropped out of high school, stereotypes of a black male misunderstood and it's still all good."
These lyrics by the late Christopher Wallace (a.k.a. The Notorious B.I.G.) used to reflect the
majority of rap emcees. However
rapper Eminem and others have
successfully broken down that
barrier and now many are following in his footsteps.
New to the rap game are
"Caushun the Gay Rapper" as well
as many other rappers from various ethnic backgrounds, including
Chinese rapper Jin Auyeung, and
Hebrew rapper Etan G.
With the new arrival of these
"alternative rappers" many rap
fans are wondering how these
emcees will affect the rap scene.
"I think it's a good idea to incorporate alternative rappers into
the mainstream of rap because it
will expand the group of listeners,"
said rap fan Kate Herlihy '05.
However, Herlihy does express some doubt about whether
or not people will accept these
"alternative rappers."
"It may be very difficult to
jump in to the rap scene because
many may not be open-minded to
the idea of gay, Chinese and Hebrew rappers," said Herlihy.
On
his
Web
site
www.thegayrapper.com, Caushun,
a native of Brooklyn, N.Y. says "I

don't consider myself to be the
first gay rapper, I consider myself
to be the first rapper who admits
that he's gay?'
Caushun, a former hairstylist to the stars has worked with
actresses such as Jennifer Lopez,
Renee Zellwegger, Kim Catrall
and others.
He was discovered by Kimmora Lee Simmons, the wife of
legendary record producer and
hip-hop mogul Russell Simmons,
after serving as her personal hairstylist.
Caushun is adamant about introducing his flows to the hip-hop
community, even if people don't
accept his lifestyle.
"I'm not stressing those who
don't like what I'm trying to do.
If you don't like me cuz I'm gay,
then that's all good. You go and
do you. I just want to be given my
props for having a tight flow," adding later that "there's much more
to gay people than what you see
on 'Will & Grace."'
Rap fan Bill Armstrong
'05 remains open-minded about
Caushun but fears others might
not be so liberal.
"I don't care one way or
another if he is gay, but it will
definitely be harder for him to
sell his music because there are
people who do care about stuff
like that."
Caushun is one of the first
rappers to say he is gay and other
alternative rappers are following

www.thegayrapper.com

No need for caution: Caushun's rhymes are being embraced by the hip hop community

his lead.
Also new to the scene is the
"Jewish Rapper" Etan G, whose
debut album "South Side of the
Synagogue" includes songs such
as "Makin' the Motzee" and 'Hava
Na What?"
Etan G held a variety of
other jobs, from barber to elementary school teacher, before
settling on rap. "South Side,"
which was produced by Grammy
winning producer Cedric Samson,
is mainly directed at a young Jewish crowd.

According to Rolling Stone:
"This album veers from dreamily
childlike to furiously metallic,
from bouncy dancehall reggae to
funked up TV theme fun."
Chinese rapper Jin Auyeung,
aka "Jin tha MC" has also begun
making waves. He appeared in this
summer's sequel "2Fast2Furious"
and has most recently hit the airwaves as the featured rapper in the
remix of Stacie Orrico's "More to
Life (Remix)".
Ultimately, it seems that the
once predominately black rap

scene may be undergoing some
radical changes in the time to
come. But it's not going to be an
easy change.
"I think this could be the
beginning of a ground breaking
development in the entertainment
industry," said Amanda St. Pierre
'05. "More power to them."
"Anything that's worth its
weight is going to be worked for,"
said Caushun. "It's not something
that's going to be dropped in your
lap and given to you."

Other rappers who break the mold
Name: Jin Augeung

Name: Etan G.

AKA: Jin Tha MC

AKA: The Jewish Rapper
How they're changing rap: Etan recently
released his debut album "South Side of the
Synagouge." The album, which has become a
hit amoung young Jewish fans, has gained the
attention of Rolling Stone and Robert DeNiro
who once told Etan "You're good!"

How he's changing rap: Jin, the son
of immigrant parents has appeared in the
feature film "2Fas2Furious." His current
album "The Rest is History" is gaining
speed with the help of his appearence on
the remix of Stacie Orrico's remix of her hit
"More to Life."

Find out more: www.jewishrapper.com
Find out more: www.holla-front.com
www.jewishrapper.com
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Famed songwriter Elliot Smith dead at 34
# %'

IBY TEIG LYNSTER

On Oct. 21, 2003, music lost an
lincredible voice.
Elliott Smith, the 34-year-old
I singer/songwriter was pronounced
Idead at a Los Angeles hospital.
ISmith died from a knife wound in
Ihis chest that appeared to be self
[inflicted. At the press deadline,
Ithe police-performed autopsy was
(inconclusive and officials were
lawaiting a final toxicology report
I from the coroner.
Elliott Smith was born to create
Ibeautiful records. Beginning with his
I band, Heatmiser, Smith crafted beauItiful yet simple melodies and cerebral,
I wistful lyrics. After their masterpiece
"Mic City Sons" Smith split from the
(group and began writing and recording his own songs with the aide of a
songwriter's best friend, a four track
(cassette player.
His first two records, 1994's
'Roman Candle" and his eponyImous LP from 1995, were recorded
in such a lo-fi manner. Regardless

Elliott Smith was born to create
beautiful records.
»

of the scratchy sound quality, the
sincerity and honesty of his music
permeated through to the listener. On
songs like "No Name #3" and "Alphabet Town," Smith appeared to be
a modern day Dylan. On songs like
"Needle in the Hay" (also featured in
the film "The Royal Tenenbaums"),
he sounded like something completely different.
1997's "Either/Or" was completely different. He utilized a
studio for the first time and fleshed
out his songs with a band sound (he
played all the instruments himself).
It abandoned the haunting and sparse
instrumentation of his first records,
and it engulfed his songs in a world
of boisterous sound. His songs were
now not only simple and suggestive,
but complex and encompassing.

It was around this time that
a friend, director Gus Van Sant,
visited Smith and asked him to
contribute music to his film "Good
Will Hunting." Smith obliged and
gave access to his catalog as well
as recording a new song, entitled
"Miss Misery."
The film went on to earn many
Oscar nominations, including one
for Elliott and "Miss Misery," only
to lose to Celine Dion and her hit
from "Titanic." At this point, the
press hailed Smith as the next big
thing and expectations for his next
record became huge.
1998's "XO" was the first Elliott
Smith record released on Dreamworks, a major label. Critics and
fans were not upset. Smith delivered
with a record of 14 mini-masterpieces

Can't buy me love
BY BRIAN LYNCH

In what seems to be a rash of good movies this season, "Intolerable Cruelty" presents
itself as what will become the comedic highwater mark for movies about love, romance,
and what happens when you bring divorce
lawyers into the mix.
The story begins with -what else?- an
affair. A disgruntled Australian soap opera
producer comes home to find his wife in a
state of surprise, with her "friend," a pool
supplies salesman, hiding in a closet.. .which,
given the fact that there isn't a pool to buy
cleaning supplies for, is a bit more than
suspicious.
Enter Miles Massey(Clooney), a living
legend among divorce lawyers, and best
known for the "Massey Pre-nup," wherein
the richer of his clients that opt for it are
protected from myriad gold-diggers out
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FACTS

Rating:

Movie:
Intolerable Cruelty
Starring:
George Clooney,
Catherine Zeta-Jones

that garnered comparisons to John
Lennon's best material. And it was
a well suited comparison.
Smith had a flair for over-thetop instrumentation by now, and
his lyrics were mostly about the
truth that plagues us all, not unlike
Lennon.
2000's "Figure 8" would be
his last record, even though he was
recording one at the time of his
death.
Elliott Smith will always be
remembered as the underground
songwriting genius that never got
the respect he earned. As a singer/
songwriter myself, I consider Elliott
Smith one of my biggest inspirations
and a hero of sorts.
He crafted honest, introspective and highly effective catalogs
of material that brought all his
thoughts to the surface. However
sad it is, one must be thankful that
he has left us with some of the best
songs written in common times,
something that will not be forgotten anytime soon.
Smith:

2003

"Intolerable Cruelty" shows the comic
side of marrying for money

for their fortunes.
He's hired by this
man's wife to take
on what seems an
almost improbable
case, and with the
Massey
touch,
pulls off an amazing win.
Everything
seems to go his
way, up until he
meets Marylin
Rexroth(Jones), an
amazingly beautiful client of a rival
firm... and then,
just as Cupid's arrow hits him, he
goes down HARD.
His neatly strucContributed Photo
tured world begins
How 'Cruel': Clooney finds Zeta-Jones absolutely intolerable in their latest film
falling apart as his
love for this unattainable woman grows, with ing as a comedian. George, maybe you should husbands later, millions in my bank account,
and all I have to show for it is loneliness and
hilarious results.
give up on that action hero thing...
Catherine Zeta-Jones is a perfect foil to my peptic ulcer."
George Clooney, after strutting his coOverall, "Intolerable Cruelty" is great
medic flair in "O Brother, Where Art Thou?," Clooney's mishap-prone Massey; perpetu"Ocean's Eleven" And "Out of Sight," really ally calm, collected, and apt to retort to his fun. It's been a while since I've seen such
lets himself loose in this movie. Where other advances with a certain bite. Where Clooney a great date movie out of season, and if you
movies stress his handsome features as a sell- enjoys the comedic bits of the film, and ob- want a nice and enjoyable movie that I'm sure
ing point ("The Peacemaker," "Batman and viously does very well, Zeta-Jones is given both parties would not object to, "Intolerable
Robin"), "Intolerable Cruelty" puts emphasis the more introspective responsibilities; as a Cruelty" is it.
Besides, how often do you get to see
on the absolute importance of his humanity; woman who's after money in pursuit of freeGeorge
Clooney shaking in utter fear of an
dom,
what
happens
when
you
get
there?
Do
he constantly checks his blindingly white
82-year-old
man on a respirator that looks like
teeth, struggles to keep his hair in perfect you actually ever get to enjoy your money, or,
Yoda
met
up
with the Cryptkeeper?
order (to no avail), and is incredibly convinc- as a friend of hers in the movie says, "three
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Halloween debauchery
The popular image of Halloween is one seen through
rose-colored glasses. One
often thinks of children dressed
in creative costumes going door
to door beseeching neighbors for
candy bars.
I think candy bars are the last
thing on the mind of any student
at Fairfield when Halloween rolls
around. People here want treats, true,
but of a different sort. I bet record
amounts of alcohol are consumed by
Fairfield students every Halloween,
but the parties don't stop with booze:
marijuana and mushrooms are probably tamer examples of Halloween's
drug-addled frenzy, not only at
Fairfield, but at institutions of higher
learning across the country.
Halloween always has and
always will be known for ribald
tomfoolery—the holiday was started
by the ancient Celts, who dressed up
in ridiculous costumes and sacrificed
crops and animals in huge bonfires.
If one were pressed to think of a
modern corollary to slapping on a
sheepskin and throwing wheat into
a fire, he or she would inevitably be
led to the prospect of tripping face on
Bellarmine Hill while marveling at the
wonders of the night sky.
Again, I would like to make it
clear that I don't partake in or condone
activity like this, but I think it would
do us all good to take a hard, objective look at modern phenomena like
the annual orgy of booze and drugs
every Oct. 31. What causes students to
figuratively "let go" with such aplomb
every year on All Hallow's Eve?
I place any blame for such activity
squarely on the shoulders of America's
parents. Seriously, I remember friends
of mine growing up going out on Halloween, egging cars and soaping windows and never getting in trouble for
it! Even if they were found out, many
parents would shrug off such activity with "Boys will be boys" cliched
dismissals, more so than if their kids
had perpetrated such acts on say, June
17 instead of Halloween.
Year after year of such unpunished mischief ingrains in young
people a notion that Halloween is
justifiably a time for activity that
would never normally be excused
otherwise. In college, this is played
out in the all too familiar boozefests
that accompany October's end.
But I have an excuse. My
birthday is Oct. 28, so I guess I'm
pretty lucky that the celebration of
my birth coincides with some of the
loudest, sin-ridden merrymaking the
world has ever seen. Or at least that's
what I'll tell myself any number of
times I walk (or stumble) up to a keg
this Friday.

I see dead people...in Dolan
BY LINDSAY BATTISTA

First there is a strange rumbling that could just be the heater
making weird noises. Next there is
banging, which could be mistaken
for people moving around in surrounding rooms. Then a WHAM,
BOOM, and then a swishing noise
sounding like something is being
dragged across the room.
Sound like a scene from a
Halloween haunted house? How
about Dolan Hall?
Stephanie DiTerlizzi '05, who
lived in Dolan during the 2001 -02
school year, heard these noises.
The first time she heard
them she was alone in her room
and she ran out into the hall to see
if anyone else had heard it. One
resident was in the hall looking
at her bewildered because she
looked so terrified.
"I asked him if he had heard
the noises too. He looked at me
like I was nuts," said DiTerlizzi.
After settling down she went
back into the room only to have
the same thing happen again.
Her reaction was the same, she
screamed and ran into the hall.
"I had been outside of the
room for a while," said Jay Lambert '05. "All of a sudden I heard
a scream and I saw Steph run out.
She asked me if I heard the noises.
I hadn't. It did not make any sense
that I would hear her scream but
not hear the loud noises that made
her scream."
Lambert also had experiences
of his own living in Dolan Hall.
While visiting a neighboring
room Lambert described what he
heard as sounding like someone
had taken a sledgehammer and
slammed it in the radiator.
"I could feel the vibrations
from the noise go through my
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BOO! Dolan's ghost haunts the halls.
body," Lambert said.
ings on campus," said Jim FitzThe noise was so loud that patrick, assistant vice president of
Lambert, along with Amy Gasi- student services. "One in Dolan
orowski '05, Rob Garcia '05, and Hall where the ghost of a nun
Erin Gray '05 were convinced who roams the hall ... I've never
that others would have had to seen either."
have heard it.
"I haven't heard about any
The group was wrong. The hauntings in Dolan," said Nancy
girl next door had not heard a Habetz, director of media relathing.
tions in the public relations ofDolan Hall was formerly a fice, "I used to hear this about
nunnery before Fairfield University McAuliffe, maybe the stories
became a university in 1942. The have spread north."
story that has been passed down is
But students still stick by
that there was a nun who one day their stories.
"Why are people moving furfound out she was pregnant. Obviously this is not allowed, so the nun niture at three in the morning?"
committed suicide.
Brian Hess '05 asked himself
The nun moved some furni- while laying in his top bunk tryture into the middle of the room ing to go to sleep.
to give her something to jump off
His bunk was close enough
of. She prepared a noose and fas- to the ceiling that he could touch
tened it to the ceiling. Supposedly it. He was awoken one night
she did not make the rope short by something that sounded like
enough causing her to hit the furniture being moved. He deground when she jumped. She cided to ignore it and go talk to
then swung back and forth from the students living there the next
morning.
the rope until her death.
"The next morning I walk up
"I have heard of two haunt-

there, and the room was vacant.
There was no one there at all
and there hadn't been the night
before," said Hess.
That was not the last time he
would hear these noises.
Many students who have
lived in Dolan have become
much more interested in the
supernatural. Two weeks ago,
the Warrens came to Fairfield to
dicuss the most haunted places
on earth along with ways to hunt
ghosts and what to do if a ghost
is haunting you.
During the question and answer portion, Jack Kershaw '05
raised his hand asking a question
about hauntings in Dolan Hall at
Fairfield University. Elaine Warren looked a little surprised and
responded with, "I am not allowed
to talk about that," and quickly
jumped to the next question, said
Kershaw.
"The woman told us that they
had spent a night in Dolan Hall,
but left before the night was over,"
said Lambert. "She told us that it
was haunted but she had signed an
agreement with the Jesuits saying
she would not talk about it." Others such as Hess and David Parrot
'05 were also there and were told
the same thing.
"I don't know any of the stories," said Rev. James Mayzik,
S.J. "Each year I do hear students tell tales, but they seem to
be invented anew every year.
Haunting stories are always fun
to tell and hear, especially late
at night when the lights are
low and the mood is right for
some good scaring! I'm a bit
more skeptical than some others
when it comes to ghost stories. I
do know that students seem to
love them and believe more
readily than me!"

Betty White is hot! And other observations
H-A-DoubleL-O-W
- Double E - N spells
Halloween. I love that
song.
Even more, I love Halloween.
Candy, jack-o-lanterns, and drunken Fairfield students terrorizing the
school in ingenious costumes.
For the freshmen, here is a
brief run-down of what goes down
on Halloween, and for the upperclassmen, here is a review because
most of us have killed too many
brain cells to remember.
Costumes can make or break
your Halloween. Girls: a safe bet
is the group costume. Successful
past outfits: French maids, cheer-

THE REAL DEAL
MIKE THEILE

leaders, the Golden Girls. You get
the idea. Just watch out for cheesy
pickup lines from guys who try to
play off your out fit. Like "how
about a French kiss" or "Betty
White is hot."
Guys: Don't go as a "Drunk
Fairfield Student." Its been done
before and it's obvious that you
couldn't think of anything. But
we know guys want to keep their
cool image, so to do this and still
be in the spirit, wear a funny hat or
something. But remember, it may

be chilly out, so pick your outfit
carefully. Or start drinking that
"special cider" early.
Parties always seem better
on Halloween. We should thank
The Great Pumpkin for it being
on a Friday. In the dorms there is
a tradition. "Trick or shot" is the
Halloween version of "around the
world." Every room gives out a
different shot. RA's — you know
it's going down, so how about letting this tradition slide this year?
Beach parties are fun. But
the same rules apply as in trick or
treating while at a party. Don't
drink open beers, as you wouldn't
eat candy from open wrappers.

The sign on the candy bowl says
only take one, so only take one
beer at a time, and don't load your
pockets with free booze.
Some final tips. Take pictures
because you'll wake up not remembering what happened. Don't wear
your costume to class on Friday.
Rent a scary movie to get you in the
spirit. My pick: "The Ring." And
have the most fun you have ever
had and enjoy yourself because
after college, Halloween might
just not seem the same.
So I hope to see everyone
out on Friday in full out costumes
and Serena Williams can't wait to
meet all of you!
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Ty Pennington's "Tricks" of the Trade

Halloween's haunting history

BY KAITY SISTO
BY BRYNNE FORMATO

Trick or treat! Smell my feet! Give
me something good to eat!
Halloween is always chock full of
little witches, goblins, ghosts, even the
occasional Britney Spears running through
neighborhoods on a crusade for candy. But
after unwillingly growing out of the trick
or treating stage, Halloween seems to be
more about the perfect costume and festivities than obtaining copious amounts
of sweets.
"Halloween has always been my favorite day of the year," said Lauren Correia
'05. "I used to like it, of course, because
you got to go trick or treating. Now I love
it because I like the idea that you get to
step out of your everyday character and
be whatever you want to be and see what
other people are dressed like too," said
Correia.
According to The History Channel's
web site, Halloween first started in what
is now Ireland and the British Isles. The
ancient festival of Samhain, which is pronounced "sow-in," of the Celtic people is
closely related to what we know as Halloween. In the seventh century, the Roman Catholic Church allocated Nov. 1 as
a memorial to the saints and martyrs of the
past, and this was called All Hallows, or
All Saints Day, thus making the day before
it All Hallows Eve. To the Celtic people,
Nov. 1 was known as the end of the summer and the onset of winter which almost
always brought death and despair.
The trick or treat phenomenon
originally started in England where poor
people would travel from house to house

to receive pastries commonly called "soul
cakes." These "soul cakes" were given in
return for the poor people's pledge to pray
for the dead relatives of the donor of the
"soul cake." This was commonly called
"going a souling" and sooner or later, in
replace of the poor beggars, children began
to go from house to house looking for ale,
food or money.
In ancient times it was customary
for people to dress up and wear masks so
that ghosts that came back from beyond
would not harass them and take over their
bodies.
Somehow, this tradition evolved into
children harassing people for candy.
This Friday, Fairfield students will
prove that Halloween isn't just for kids.
"This year I am going to be a prom
queen gone bad. I went to a vintage clothing store and bought a 70s looking prom
dress for $ 15," said Correia. "I also bought
a crown and a sash and I am going to have
fake blood and makeup and a ripped dress,
so I will be like a zombie prom queen."
Annie McKittrick '05 has decided to
go the holier route.
"This Halloween I am going to be a
nun with a twist. I'm going to buy the
habit and everything," said McKittrick.
Even though some students plan out
their costumes way in advance, others like
to be more spontaneous in their choosing
of an outfit.
"You always want to have a great
costume so sometimes it's hard to think
of what you want to be," said Lauren
Gagalis '05. "Usually it's pretty spur
of the moment and I wind up throwing
something together."

Ty Pennington. That name has become synonymous with "hottie" in most
girls' vocabularies around the country.
The beautiful specimen of a man is known
as the carpenter on the hit television series,
"Trading Spaces." Some people may say
that they enjoy the show for the decorating
ideas, but the underlying message is that the
show has become more popular with women
because of him.
The lovable, goofy carpenter graced the
people of Fairfield with his presence at the
local Borders on Tuesday, Oct. 28, 2003.
Literally hundreds of women of all ages
showed up in hoards just to catch a glimpse.
Fairfield was the first stop on his tour to
promote his new book "Ty's Tricks."
Upon entering the room, Pennington
had a huge smile on his face, and appeared to
be enthused with the turnout of the crowd.
"He's cute, but I thought he'd be taller
in person," said Emily Mis '05.
He then climbed on the table and made
the atmosphere even more comfortable by
telling a couple of jokes.
"It's great to see everybody out, I
haven't seen everyone since the last family
reunion," Pennington joked.
Hashes on cameras went off nonstop
as the hunk-of-a-carpenter stood tabletop
and addressed his crowd. He demonstrated
how to make what he called "the flush light"
which was made out of a "master plunger".
"I make crap look craptastic," said
Pennington.
Pennington went on to answer questions from the crowd. Never without a smile
on his face, he answered the questions with
an attitude that was a mix between seriousi

TAKE BACK

Robin Atkachunas/The Mirror

Holy hottie: Ty Pennington appeared at
Borders in Fairfield on Tuesday to promote
his new book, "Ty's Tricks."

ness and humor.
"I would like a show where I switch
places with the designers," Pennington said.
"I'd really like to see Doug trying to build
things in his leather pants."
After the demonstration, it was time for
the book signing. Over 450 people, mostly
women, were lined up just for the opportunity
to talk to him for literally a few seconds.
"There will be a make-out booth later,"
Pennington joked about the constant strew of
questions regarding his relationship status.
During the book signing, I had the advantage of talking to Drea, his manager. With
this, came the opportunity to delve a little
deeper into Ty Pennington as a person. Pennington lives in Venice, California, where he
enjoys surfing, playing soccer, and making
music in his one man band called Barney.
"He hasn't changed at all," said Drea.
"He says it's the greatest job- building stuff
on camera and getting to be a ham. He still
loves being on the show."

JairfieCdlJLniversity
CounseCing Services
Stress, depression, grief, relationship issues
Free, confidential counseling
It's worth the trip.

THE NIGHT
A night of support to victims
and a night to pledge an end to SEXUAL

ASSAULT

Thursday October 30th
7:30pm BCC Level 1
• Create a shirt for the CLOTHESLINE PROJECT
• Meet members of the SMART Task Force and our local crisis center.
• Learn more about the Peer Education Network,
Men's Forum and Women's Wisdom.
• Pick up valuable materials regarding sexual assault prevention at Fairfield |

CURRENT STATISTICS
1 in 5 women and 1 in 12 men
could become a victim of SEXUAL ASSAULT
while in college.
ATTENDANCE AT THIS PROGRAM
CAN SERVE AS A MAKE UP FOR THE FYE LECTURE ON SEXUAL ASSAULT.

Dolan Building, Room 120
Ext. 2146

ft Psst... Hey you!

c your can taos
Help the Ronald McDonald
House help little kids!
On Dec. 1, a representative from Circle K
will come to your room and collect your tabs!
Circle K meetings Monday nights @ 6 p.m., BCC 200
Contact Marta at 04_mmatselioukh@stagweb.fairfield.edu
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HE said / SHE said
ZackFinley

Danielle Koziura

These are the times to remember...
fat lady in the distance?
Seniors we may have just seven
months left, but isn't it true that we
all work better under pressure? At least that's
how I feel, especially during midterms. So
put your books down and have some fun.
Don't even bother reading this any further.
Haven't the last week or two of classes
been insane? Well, just think...if you are a
freshman, you will have many more weeks of
papers, exams and other things you will deem
pointless now, and then realize that they will
indeed be pointless for as long as you live.
And, by the way, don't teachers realize
that once we finish a paper and hand it in, we
instantly forget everything we wrote ?
The point here isn't freshmen or papers, because those things are meaningless
and futile (except Campion 4). The point
here is enjoying the experiences at this
school which we have invested so much
time, money and effort into.
We don't want to feel the desire to come
back here six months after we graduate. We
want to look back at the times we had and say:
"I was a stupid kid and I loved every second
of it." Because face it, seniors: we only have
about "200 Nights" left to be a kid.
So, what does a 200-word crash course

in enjoying your senior year look like? How
about two words: Have fun.
But here's the thing: You already know
what you think is fun. So keep doing it. If
your idea of fun is chillin' with the G-O-D
down at the Chapel, then keep doing it. If
you enjoy making your liver bleed and your
head spin, then go do it.
Just don't get the idea in your head
that this is the end and you need to do this
before you graduate or that before you
leave, just because you heard it was the
cool thing trrdo.
What's cooler than being cool? Fun is
important. We want to find a job that is fun to
work at once we're "adults." We want to end
up with a partner who is fun to be around. We
want to take our two-week yearly vacations
somewhere fun.
Those things don't exactly seem like
fun to me, either. So then you get my point.
It's like that scene from "Old School."
"Well, um, actually a pretty nice little
Saturday, we 're going to go to Home Depot. .." Can't wait, right?
We all have a little "Frank the Tank" in
us. Let him out. Enjoy yourself, enjoy your
friends and enjoy this freedom that we have.
It's slowly ending, but its not over yet.

As I look at all of the new freshmen
this year I can't help to think back to
my freshman year and how I thought
it would never end. Living in the Quad (oh
wait, I didn't, I was stuck in a far off place
called Dolan), meeting new people, and
drinking every night of the week were what
I thought college was about.
I couldn't wait to turn 21 and actually
get to see the inside of the Grape (its nothing spectacular) and never have to worry
if being from "New Jersey" would actually
get me into a bar.
Now, with seven months left in my
college career, time can't seem to move
slowly enough. Its odd to think that in just
a few weeks, we will be celebrating our 200
Nights and college will soon be over. But
let's not forget to enjoy the time with our
friends and make the most of every night.
Granted, classes seem to be getting in
the way of the pure, unadulterated fun we
are all dying to have, but there is no need
to fail out of college with two semesters
left of school.
Between grad school applications and
job applications, the hours of the day seem
to be slipping away faster than we could all
possibly imagine, but don't let applications

take away from all the fufi that is waiting in
the wings. Relax. You still have time (the
job market sucks anyways).
Some of us can't wait to get out into
the "real world" while others are content
studying and taking tests for the rest of their
lives. Graduation can't come soon enough,
but there is no need to rush these remaining
few moments.
Seniors, enjoy every minute you have
with friends and have no regrets. These are
the last months to finish off the checklist you
started freshman year.
If you haven't hooked up with that special person you have been dreaming about
for three years, get on it. Who knows, maybe
this could be the reoccurring rendezvous
both of you have been fantasizing about.
Be a champ- this is your last chance, be
it a keg race, power hour, or case race. Of
course you want stories to tell your grandkids
about what an incredible time college was.
My advice, and not "one tear, left eye"
advice, couldn't be said better than by a
famous movie we all grew up loving, "The
Goonies": "This is our time. It's our time
down here. Up there it's their time. Its there
time up there." Until we get up there, we
better do down here at Fairfield.
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Gerry Abbey 04
"Man about town'
1. So senior year???
So, indeed, it's senior year. It's the fourth
year for some. Sometimes it's not. It's a year
though. How about next question?
2. What is great about Fairfield?
Our neighbors that hide in the woods but
are sometimes seen rolling through the lots
in tough packs - the wild turkeys.
3. What's not so great?
The management of money at Fairfield
needs review because in many areas, it
seems that funds are wasted on things such
as unnecessary televisions that get stolen.
This money would be wiser put towards
something useful, like being able to print
necessary pages for study and research.
4. What's your advice for freshmen?
Freshmen: Take advantage of every opportunity afforded to you here, there are many.
You do not want to leave thinking about
things you could have done, rather, you
should leave unbelieving at the things
accomplished.
5. What is the best beer for 2 p.m. on a
Monday?
Irish Coffee, beer just doesn't do it on a
Monday.
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Che
Send in Cheers &
themirror@stagweb.fairfie
to Ethan's 21st...to Carleigh's 21st...to
TH 64 for having sick party and making
every ones night awesome...to drinking out
of bowls at Pier 7...to going to Athena at 5
a.m. with Sack, LV, and G...to apple picking and the wonderful apple crumb pie...to
winning the best house costume at the
Grape...to the four wise men-Johnnie Walker, Captain Morgan, Jose Cuervo and Jack
Daniels-WE ROCKED...to the Halloween
party at the Grape...to excellent homsemade strawberry-banana smoothies...to
Jonny K for the ride home...to Rob for
the scheduling thing...to the cups from the
Doughnut Inn...to Kelly's 21st...to Louis
running Liquid Thursdays...to Irish car
bombs at 76...to the 76er who passed out
at nursing clinicals the night after those car
bombs...to the pink box for my surprise...to
Wiggles and the Muppet's long-lasting
relationship...to the boys going 6-1...to
handi-capable friends...to being more drunk
by 10:30 than most people are all day...to
friendship...to Ham's historic performance
at Catch-A Wave...to Carleighpalooza
H21...to enemas...to Radio...to hooking
up with a hot divorced mom over Parent's
Weekend...to the Warrens...to MG340...to
the bball coaches member..to being hungover on your mom's surprise visit...to
annoying people with the Blues Clues
song...to Laur's awesome presents, I love
you baby...to Tony D's on your 21st,..

Monday at 5 p.m.!
Mail: BoxAA
to winter herpes...to waiting until the river
until you crush a poor man's dreams...to
boyfriends and girlfriends...to not putting
my boos in the paper and then complaining
that you get no boos...to only 7 guys signed
up for 200 Nights...to the girl who puked
all over the Dog House...to Pesci's phone
falling in his beer...to suspension...to
hallway lunges...to people stealing
wallets at Pier 7...to AT&T having the
worst service ever...to Maris passing out
so damn early...to Nurse Phil being a
woman nurse Halloween, again...to my
gel insoles, I am still not gelling...to the
crew team getting screwed over by Chris
Farley...to townhouse 93...to the nurse at
townhouse 93...to night turbos...to "The
General" leaving his car on a lawn...to
Neo...to "having the smallest deck"...to
going Zelda on someone...to looking like
Ted KoppeL.to the "nookie complex"...to
Res Life...To Tim's spazzing out the first
day...to smelly crew shoes...to owing
Frank a 6-pack of harp...to push) people
in Boston Market...to that skunk that
stares me down...to the milk shake song,
stop dancing in the car girls...to wearing
the same sweat suit for a week...to know
one knowing who Johnnj Skin Bones
is...to King and his weak attempt at being
a w ingman...to hoop earings. the bigger the
hoop, the bigger the ho...to losing a shoe
flower...to never meetins rob or iss*'
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Cheers and Boos
Boos to the striking lack of diversity at Fairfield, both
in the student body and the faculty. Last week's Mirror
reported Fairfield is ranked very poorly compared to other
schools when it comes to having a diverse student body.
This week, The Mirror reports there is less diversity on
the faculty than there is in the student body. Any educational setting is helped by many different viewpoints and
perspectives, and Fairfield's goals as a university would
no doubt be aided by a more diverse environment. The
university needs to more actively pursue diversity, not
just pay lip service to vague goals.
Cheers to student advising. The campus center was
filled with students on Tuesday night seeking advice on
what courses to take and which professors are the most
helpful. If the administration won't let the student's voices
be heard on what professors are like, the students will
organize their own forum. Ultimately, no matter what the
faculty may think, students do know what makes a good
class and professor. .We encourage FUSA President Kevin
Neubauer to keep his promise and extend the availability
of student feedback on professors to the entire Fairfield
University community.
Cheers to the First Selectman debate held last week in
the Oak Room. Although the impact that Fairfield students
have at the polls in Fairfield has proven to be minimal,
it's great to see the candidates address town-oriented issues such as student activity at the beach. If students are
unhappy about life on the beach, there's only one way to
fix the problem: vote. The Mirror urges every student to
get informed about the issues in Fairfield and cast their
ballot.
Cheers to FUSA for booking Dave Chappelle. After
years of sub-par and poorly attended concerts, we're excited to see true entertainment coming to the university.
We encourage FUSA to continue to invest in solid shows
and make the student body's interest the top priority. Student attendance and enthusiasm is on the rise, so keep up
the good work and continue to book acts that will pique
our interest.

THE FAIRFIELD MIRROR
The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk,
e-mailed to commentary@fairfieldmirror.com
or submitted through our website: www.fairfieldmirror.com.
Once recieved, all letters become property of The Mirror.
There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities
and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
Please keep letters to under 350 words.

The Mirror is in room 104 of Barone Campus Center

200 night$, too much
^^J

BY JEN MALCOM

If you drive
around campus
in a 2004 BMW
convertible in Prada
shoes and Gucci
sunglasses, adorned
in Tiffany jewelry
and carrying a
Louis Vuitton bag,
just stop reading.
But if the money
tree in your back
yard is all dried up
and wilted ... this is
for you.
A $30 charge
for Matchbox 20
tickets, $65 for
probably horrendous senior
portraits, $10 for the
Harvest dance, $15
for Dave Chappelle tickets, $10 for Noche
Caliente tickets, and now $85 for
200 nights. That's $215 spent in
about two weeks on entrance fees
alone—and my wallet is crying
ouch.
200 Nights is a Fairfield rite
of passage. It marks the beginning
of the end. The idea of spending
a night cruising along the Hudson
River while dancing, drinking,
and having fun sounds great. A
semi-formal dance, an open bar
and a buffet dinner should make
for a wonderful night out on the
town with your friends. But the
realization that we enter the real
world in 200 nights $85 poorer
may be enough to cause some
people to abandon ship; perhaps

for that reason it shouldn't be on
a boat.
Unfortunately though, like
many things, it's unfair. It's an
event that is supposed to be for
the entire senior class, but not everyone will be there because many
can't afford it. Not every senior is
21, so those that are not will have
to pay for the drunken debauchery
of others, and that's not fair either.
Although the price has decreased
since last year's whopping $110
to a mere $85, to some that is still
way too much to spend for three
and a half hours on a boat.
The football team is cut, the
hockey team is cut, a dinner at
Barone costs $10, we now have
to pay to print papers out at the li-

brary. What's next, an entrance fee
to the Rec Plex? A per hour charge
for parking? For four years now
we've paid our tuition, why can't
events like these be more heavily
subsidized by Fairfield? Why do
they have to spend our money on
useless fields that flood?
I realize that after the problematic 200 Nights two years ago,
this event is really difficult to plan.
But it's unfortunate the price has to
be so high that some people can't
afford it.
Last year SBRA co-president
Tim Harper, '03, ignited anger in
his speech by saying "there's no
[f-cking] losers here." I guess
they'll be no f—ing losers there
this year either.

Birth control for men
not a reality, yet...

BY CAITLIN CALLAGHAN

"It's okay honey. I'm on the pill." A woman
would not normally expect to hear these words come
out of the mouth of her male partner, but in five years
this could be a common occurrence.
Scientists at Edinburgh University's center for
reproductive biology have produced one of the first
successful birth control pills for men. The pill contains
testosterone and desogestrel, a synthetic version of the
female hormone progesterone. Desogestrel prevents
the pituitary gland from releasing the hormones that
create sperm. The pill completely eliminated the
sperm count in 50 to 70 percent of the 60 test cases.
Wait a second. What college-aged man wants to
kill off all of his sperm? I for one cannot fathom the
idea of passing a man in the dining hall and overhearing him happily saying to his buddy, "I think it woujd
be really cool to not have any sperm anymore and
maybe even become infertile some day!"
The testosterone in the pill maintains and in some
cases even increases the male libido. Now you are

talking! What guy does not want a higher sex drive?
Not so fast. The pill can have some nasty side effects
including acne, mood changes, weight gain and even
enlarged breasts! Most importantly the pill does not
protect against sexually transmitted diseases.
Finally, how many college aged woman are going
to have complete trust in their men to take the pill
daily? Not me, for one. Men do not have to worry
about waking up in the morning with their heads in
the toilet with their first bouts of morning sickness,
and they certainly do not have to agonize over carrying a baby in their womb for nine months. So why
would they fret about taking a daily pill to prevent
pregnancy?
One thing women like about condoms are that
they can see that men are using them. There would
be no way of knowing whether men are really taking
their daily pill.
So men, do not go throwing away that rusty pack
of condoms (that you have had in your wallet since
seventh grade) just yet! It looks like the condom may
be here to stay, at least for another half decade.
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In college, students aren't
strangers to procrastination
"To begin... To begin... How to
start? I'm hungry. I should get coffee.
Coffee would help me think. Maybe I
should write something first, then reward myself with coffee." This is how
the writer Charlie Kaufman, played
by Nicholas Cage, in "Adaptation"
internally describes the frustration of
getting to work.
Inspiration is a funny little thing.
It was constantly eluding Charlie
Kaufman. He just couldn't sit down
and get the right vision, get himself in
the right mood.
All of us have a lot of writing we
need to do for our various classes. The
middle part of any paper is no sweat.
It's just sitting down and beginning that
proves to be so difficult.
Way back in the day I had my
first 10 page paper ever due. My high
school, while still a good school, was
pretty easy on me. Usually I would
just hammer out some long-winded
and opinionated piece on something
like "Last of the Mohicans" and it
would easily pass muster. Teachers
were just happy that some people in
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the class could actually string together
decent sentences.
Anyway, this paper was going
nowhere and desperate times called
for desperate measures. I lived in the
tiniest of tiny singles way up in the hills
of Dolan. So, within those paper-thin
walls I locked myself away from the
outside world, in a manner of speaking,
and set about the task at hand. I had
done the research earlier, now it was
just the actual writing part.
For the better part of two days I
went without a shower and subsisted on
peanut-butter sandwiches, lemon-twist
Pepsi, and lots and lots of coffee. When
it was all said and done my body had
been thoroughly punished and my paper really wasn't all that spectacular. I
had procrastinated for two months and
my penalty was almost going out of my
mind from caginess and caffeine.
What have I learned since then?
Not much as I hammer out this article.

Our time between the assignment date
and the due date just seems to evaporate. If the weekend starts on Thursday
and runs through Sunday morning, this
leaves us with only three-and-a-half
days to get anything done. Sunday
afternoon is all about laying out just
how many pages we need to read and
what is due when. Monday we usually manage to be productive. Tuesday
we get a little less done. By the time
Wednesday roles around visions of the
weekend cloud our minds. After that
it's all down hill.
Parents' weekend usually involves mom and dad making a trip to
the bookstore and buying us another
day-organizer or calendar. So, as I
and countless others slowly begin to
explode from ever increasing stress
I think of all the dust that gathers on
those organizers. They should just
make our lives easier and print after
Monday, "Forget about it. It's just not
gonna happen." They should just ban
the damn things outright. All they do,
it seems, is point out just how unorganized we actually are.

Tim Russert: Meet the Prez?
BY MEREDITH MCKENNA

Many Fairfield University students have heard that Fairfield's current president, Rev. Aloysius Kelley,
S.J. will be leaving his post as President of Fairfield this spring after 25
years at the helm. The cast of "Friends"
has nothing on him! The university
has been busy carefully orchestrating
a committee that would represent the
many faces of Fairfield in search for
a new president. Rev. Edward Glynn,
S.J.—the President of John Carroll
University—is the chair of the search
committee.
Father Kelly has led Fairfield for
the past 25 years - we need another
great leader. Father Glynn, I think I can
save you a lot of time and yellow legal
pads: recruit one of your alums, a John
Carroll U. Blue Streak—Tim Russert,
host of NBC's hit political show "Meet
the Press" to serve as president of Fairfield University.
Basically, Fairfield needs a souped
up Father Kelley. While Father Kelley
made huge strides for Fairfield - the
construction of new buildings, the
increase in prestige and recognition
of the Fairfield name and above all
a ton of fundraising, many students
regret not being able to pick him out
of a line-up. In choosing its next leader,
Fairfield needs someone who is smart,
personable and a regular sight around
campus.
Too bad Father Kelley didn't
spend more time with current tu
ition paying students as opposed
to courting Fairfield alums for
donations.

Enter Tim Russert. Russert is incredibly smart (a grad of a Jesuit university), quick-witted, engaging and in
the know. A quick look at his website
reveals his stunning resume. He has
been awarded 29 honorary doctorate
degrees - I wonder how many core
classes that amounts to?
He was also received countless
journalism awards - including the
David Brinkley Award for Excellence
in Communication. Fairfield needs
an extremely articulate president to
formulate and carry out its vision of
Fairfield - who better than a hard-line
journalist? Also, Irish America Magazine named him one of the top 100 Irish
Americans in the country.
Russert has been noted for his
use of classic "Irishman" charm when
engaging with his guests. Who better
to market Fairfield than a charismatic
Irishman? As a Jesuit institution,
Fairfield is looking for a serviceoriented leader. Russert happens
to be a member of the Board of
Directors of the Greater Washington Boys & Girls Club and
America's Promise - Alliance
for Youth.

Lastly, the National Fatherhood
Initiative named Russert "Father of the
Year" in 2001. He may not be a Jesuit,
but he's still a father.. .and therein lies
the problem.
In a campus-wide e-mail sent
last week, it was expressed that the
Search committee was "...committed
to selecting a Jesuit who embodies our
vision and ambition for Fairfield University." I totally agree with Fairfield's
goal of finding an ambitious, dedicated
leader to lead the university to even
bigger success (and thus increase the
value of the Fairfield degree) but does
a Jesuit institution necessarily need a
Jesuit president? Look at Georgetown
University's recent appointment of
a non-Jesuit President. Russert is
smart, hardworking and passionate.
Why should Fairfield limit itself and
its students by only looking at Jesuit
candidates?
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QUESTION OF THE WEEK
JAIME BIVONA

& REGINA LAWRENCE

What are you being for
Halloween?

Party Boy from "Jackass. "

-Pete LoVerme '04

yj

Mario and Luigi.

-Sean Killelea '06 &
Paul DelGadillo '06

A princess...or a
pot head!

—Jen Masi (
mm

Poison Ivy from Batman.

— Elizabeth Ferris '05
___

*6| as;

A Naughty Nurse.

—Liz Delahay '07

Iceman, and he
can be my wingman anytime.
-Tim Gazzini '07 &
Kyle Herman '06
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THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
VOLLEYBALL
The women fell 3-1 to Saint Peter's on Saturday.
Laurie Brands '04 had 12 kills, and Kelly Sorensen '04 had 28 assists.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
ATHLETE: Frank Vitulli
SPORT: Swimming

FIELD HOCKEY
Beat Bucknell 1-0 in a Patriot League game. Nicole Mazzocchi '07
scored for the Stags in overtime. The women inprove their league
record to 2-3. They are 6-11 overall.

MEN'S SOCCER
Finished its MAAC scheduled games with a 1-0
win against Marist Sunday. Danny Ambrosio
scored taking the Stags to a 6-3 MAAC record.

YEAR: 2004
HOMETOWN: Elmont, NY
Set two school records in the 400 and 800 free against
Rider University Saturday. He swam the 400 in 4:20.15
and the 800 in 8:59.52. Vitulli held the previous records as well.
Do you know someone who should be named Athlete of the Week?
E-mail in your suggestions to themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu

uahon:
GRADUATE PROGRAMS
TRADITIONAL AND
ON-LINE
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
COMPUTER SCIENCE AND
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
EDUCATION
NURSING
PHYSICAL THERAPY
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
GERIATRIC REHABILITATION
AND WELLNESS
CHEMISTRY
RELIGIOUS STUDIES

You could get a job. Or you can
build a career with a Master's
Degree from Sacred Heart
University. With 10 graduate
programs in today's hottest areas,
Sacred Heart can help you take
the right steps toward a more
succesful future.
Find out more by attending an
information session or call to
make a personal appointment,
(203)365-7619.

COME TO
A GRADUATE
INFORMATION SESSION
Saturday, November 15,
9 am -10:30 am

WWW.SACREDHEART.EDU/GRADUATE
OR CALL 12031365-7619 FOR MORE

If
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SACRED HEART UNIVERSITY

5151 PARK AVENUE. FAIRFIELD, CT 06825-1000 • WEBSITE: WWW.SACREDHEART.EDU • E-MAIL: GRADSTUDIES@SACREDHEART.EDU
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Women's soccer looking
for tournament miracle
BY ANNIE MULLOWNEY

After picking up two wins this
past weekend, the women's soccer
team hopes to carry its momentum
into the MAAC Tournament starting
NOT.11.

The team (8-7-1 overall, 5-3-0
MAAC) was impressive this weekend dominating Marist and Siena.
This weekend also marked head
coach Maria Piechocki's 100th career win.
According to Piechocki, this
weekend was a turning point for
the team and showed that the team
can have good results in the MAAC
Tournament.
"The team showed what kind
of team we are capable of being,"
Piechocki said.
"If we can carry our momentum
into the conference tournament, then
it's a whole new game at that point.
Given that we are starting to peak it
could be a lot of fun," she said.
Against Siena, the Stags wasted
little time dominating the field, scoring the first goal less than two minutes
into the game last Friday.
Danielle Delia Corna '04 had
two assists off corner kicks to lead
the team to a 2-0 victory. Shannon
Helm '06 scored the final goal.
According to Piechocki, the
Stags did not play as well against
Marist but were still able to pull out
on top.
"Against Marist we lacked inten-

Alexis Delaney/The Mirror

Kick it up a notch: Megan Mones '05 battles for the ball.
sity in the first half and played flat but
had the ability to kick it up a notch,
outshooting them 18 to three in the
second half alone," Piechocki said.
The game was scoreless for the
first 62 minutes of play. The first goal
was scored by Lindsey Pulito '04 and
was assisted by Delia Coma's corner
kick. Mareen Miller '04 scored the
Stags final goal to win the game
2-0.
With a less than perfect record,
it would take a lot for the Stags to
be able to win the MAAC regular
season and the MAAC tournament.
However, according to Piechocki, the
Stags may be able to upset some top

teams after stepping it up recently.
"For a regular season MAAC
title to happen it would take a small
miracle for the MAAC teams ahead
of us to crash and burn in the rest
of their conference regular season
games," she said.
"I may be a regular visitor to the
chapel this week," Piechocki joked.
"Offensively we have been starting to click," Piechocki said. "We
have been gaining momentum these
past three weeks and are starting to
peak at an opportune time."
The Stags return to play in their
final non-conference game at Yale on
Wed. at 7 p.m.
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Flawless fall for
tennis teams
BY ANNIE MULLOWNEY

Fairfield's tennis teams have finally proved this year that
they can compete with the best. Both the men's and women's
teams won both of its fall matches, and have proved to other
teams that the tennis program is turning around.
The men and women closed the season with a 2-0
record in the fall, which is a tuneup for the longer spring
MAAC schedule. The men defeated Fordham and Fairleigh
Dickinson, and the women defeated Providence College
and Hartford University.
The women's team also had its best showing ever at
the New England Championships, coming in second place,
and won 18 out of the 27 matches. Last year, the team came
placed eigth there.
"The women had a tremendous performance at the
New England Collegiate Championships," said coach Jeff
Wyshner.
Players also agree that this team has improved greatly
over the past few years.
"This is by far the best team we have had in years," said
Andrea Suriano '04. "With the incoming freshman added
to the lineup, we have a very strong team and a very good
chance of winning the MAAC."
Kevin Nyarady '05 also has confidence in his team.
"We need to identify our weaknesses and work on them
in the off-season such that we can put ourselves in position
to contend for the MAAC title," he said.
"If we stay focused and work hard, the MAAC is ours
for the taking," Nyarady added.
In the 1990s the tennis program was used to winning
the MAAC title. However, the team faced some difficulties
in the early 2000s and finished at the bottom of the MAAC.
Wyshner took over in 2001, and he hopes to bring the team
back to where it used to be in the '90s. Wyshner also thinks
this is the best team the program has seen in years.
"Both teams have certainly raised expectations for themselves by playing so well this fall," said Wyshner. "While
neither team is a favorite to win a MAAC Championship,
both teams know that for the first time in five years, they
are legitimate contenders for the title."

Are dark days ahead for Fairfield's men's hoops?}
BY MIKE THEILE

What is the darkest day in Fairfield
men's basketball history?
We have two choices:
The current alleged NCAA violations,
or Fairfield winning a big MAAC tournament game at the buzzer only to have the
victory taken away due to a last second
bench technical?
In the 1988-1989 season, Fairfield was
the No. 8 seed in the conference tournament.
The Stags were playing St. Peters College
in a game where the Stags were heavy underdogs.
Fairfield was down with only seconds
remaining in the game. Marvin Walters had
the ball and passed it to Harold Brantley who
sank a shot at the buzzer to win the game for
the Stags. The team and coach rushed the
court in excitement. The Stags had won, but
the referees had other thoughts.
Fairfield was given a bench technical
for running on the court even though the
game was over. Willie Haynes of St. Peters
made both foul shots and Fairfield had its
victory stolen away.
Bill Daughtry, co-host of MSG's

"Sports Desk" and "Talk of Our Town"
was doing play-by-play on the radio for
that game.
"I remember seeing the team running
out on the court and I thought what's this?"
said Daughtry. "Right away I knew they
were in trouble because they ran on the
court so quickly. It cost them the one of
their biggest games ever."
Fairfield men's head basketball coach
Tim O'Toole was a graduate student at
Fordham University at the time.
"It was shocking for games to end at
the buzzer at that time, and kids get carried
away and go on the court," said O'Toole.
"The referees thought it interfered with team
play and called a technical on the Stags."
Fourteen years later, Farifield men's
basketball faces another controversy. The
team is now facing allegations of violated
NCAA regulations.
According to athletic director Eugene
Doris, the school is following the normal process by calling for a complete investigation.
"I do not know how far along the investigation is, due to the investigation company
keeping the details to themselves," said Doris. "When they know, we'll know and we

want the truth."
But what if the investigation proves
Fairfield violated NCAA regulations? The
image of the team, athletic department, and
school are all at risk.
"This would be the worst day in Fairfield basketball history," said Doris. "It
would have a negative result on the image
of Fairfield."
Daughtry also feels that this could be
the worst scenario for the basketball program, especially after making it to the finals
of the MAAC Tournament last season.
"The whole program is in jeopardy
and its future is on the line," said Daughtry.
"This could really hurt the conference if they
get knocked out."
Despite the dark cloud hovering over
the team, Doris said the Stags are still in
good spirits.
"The team's mood has been outstanding," said Doris. "It hit them hard, but I don't
see it affecting them."
Season ticket holders and boosters have
been very supportive, according to Doris.
He also feels there will be good student support when the team hits the floor this year.
"I think the enthusiasm will be there

at the beginning of the season," said Doris.
"But if we are not successful and the fans
have a lousy time, they won't come back."
Students have mixed opinions on the
men's basketball program's current situation and the disaster that happened to the
team in 1989.
"It's worse to lose that game [in 1989]
because a championship was in the palm of
their hands," said Kevin Nyarady '05.
"It must have hurt the team so much to
lose on a stupid foul," said Nyarady.
Nyarady added that no matter what happens he will be there for every game giving
his full support.
However, Adam Belardino '06 believes
the current allegations will have a more
negative impact on the entire school.
"The allegations they are facing are
far worse because this could humiliate us
in front the whole country," said Belardino.
"Not just the basketball team, but all sports
and the school."
According to Doris, the team will definetly play it's season's scheduled games no
matter what the outcome is. However, there
is a chance that the team will be prevented
from playing in the postseason.
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Student Arrival
Introduction
CkristopkerODesmarais 93—Moderator

6-10 pjtn.

Senior Vice President, Gabelli Asset Management Company
Panel—Employment Opportunities witk Investment Firms)
(corporate finance, equity and fixed income sales, trading, market
researck, strategic planning, operations, tecknology)
Panelists
Scott Bowen 01—Analyst,Merrill Lynck
Quick Burke 01—Analyst, Merrill Lynck
Allison Garrigan 97—Assist. Vice Pres. GE Commercial Finance
Ryan Kelly 96—Senior Associate, Founders Equity, Inc.
Dana A Kurttila"02—IB Analyst, Putnam LovelLNBF Securities
Karen McGuire 00—Analyst, Gabelli Asset Management

6^0 pan.

Panel—Wkat Does It Take To Secure Emploument
(grades, building your resume, obtaining intemskips and summer employment, |
networking, and interviewing, etc.)
Panelists
Andrea Bulla '00—Analyst, Merrill Ly nek
Tim Doering 00—Asst. Vice President, Gabelli Asset Management
Derek Gardella 00—Associate, JPMorgan Ckase
Bemadette McCabe '01—Associate, WP. Stewart 6^ Co.

Robert Stanley '96—Senior Associate, CDIC DCIS
Emily Sweet '03—Analyst, Gabelli Asset Management
7to8 p.m.

Alumni/Student Networking
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Injuries plague struggling volleyball team
BY BEN DOODY

One may wonder why a team
so rich with talent and leadership
struggles for the duration of the
regular season and question its
postseason life.
Entering the 2003 season, the
Fairfield women's volleyball team
had sky high expectations. And
why not? It was coming off of its
seventh straight winning season,
and with two preseason all MAAC
selections in the lineup, all was in
line for the Stags.
The women have a strong history, winnign seven regular season
conference championships, and
have won the conference tournament championship six out of the
past seven years. The Stags tied
with Manhattan in first place with
82 points in the preseason coaches'
poll.
But Saturday's loss to St.
Peter's put the exclamation point
on another disappointing week
as the Stags dropped to a dismal
3-19 overall record, and 1-3 in
the MAAC.
This only further distances the
women from their goal of winning
the league crown and an NCAA
tournament berth.
At week's end they are in seventh place in the ten team league
and are near the bottom of a scuffle
for the fourth and final spot in the
conference tournament.
The reason for this year's letdown seems on the surface to be
rather simple: injuries. The Stags
have been devastated at first by the
loss and later by the hindered play
of three key players.
Setter Kelly Sorensen '04 had
off-season shoulder surgery which
left her sidelined for the first four
weeks of the season. Sorensen,
who ranks third on the Stags' all
time assist list, was soon joined by
her standout classmate Kristin Anderson '04, a first team all MAAC
selection as a junior.
Anderson had early season
shoulder problems and missed
about four weeks of action. Last
year's MAAC rookie of the year,
Casey Machon '06, broke her hand
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Senior strengh: Kelly Sorensen, Becky Guess, Kristin Anderson and Laurie Brands have been playing strong this season.
in the squad's 3-1 win over Army,
a game that was fittingly followed
by an 11 game losing streak. Machon has only recently returned to
the court.
The aforementioned injuries left second year coach Jeff
Werneke with an under-armed
six-woman team for a good portion of the first half of the season,
and when his three fallen stars did
return to action, they were not fully

recovered.
Werneke says that he is often
left with an undersized practice
squad because of injuries.
In addition to being handicapped for a good portion of the
season, Werneke says part of the
problem has been an extremely
strong non-conference schedule,
one that included ten teams from
the Big East and Atlantic 10.
"It's not like we were los-

ing to teams from the Northeast
Conference or America East," said
Werneke.
All that aside, this battered
yet experienced team heads down
the stretch with a chance to collect what it feels it rightfully
owns — the MAAC championship trophy, and a spot in the
NCAA tournament. Werneke
doen's t seem to think this goal
is unreasonable.

"We have to have more consistency in every aspect of the
game. We've been losing because
of errors, which is good, because
we can control that." Werneke
said.
The four seniors—Sorensen,
Anderson, Becky Guess '04, and
Laurie Brands '04 look to finish
their storied careers just how they
started them—as members of a
championship team.

INSIDE SPORTS
Women's soccer
team improving
as season
progresses.

An examination of
two dark days in
men's basketball
history

Men's and
women's tennis
teams conclude
it's fall season.
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